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President’s Report
My conversations at the Mid-

Atlantic States Cemetery Conference 

ran the gamut from discussing tree 

diseases to learning the origin of 

“TAPS.” Being a “Cemeterian” often 

means wearing many different hats 

and being a “Jack of all trades.” You 

may be looking at grass issues one 

moment and discussing financing 

options the next. That’s why I know 

for sure that there is so much value 

in coming together with others! 

Whether it is at a Mid-Atlantic States 

Conference or a Virginia Cemetery 

Association Conference, you are sure 

to get many “Takeaways for Success.” 

In fact—we were given 100 of them 

that I have included here! 

Susan Mini
President/CEO

Sherwood Memorial Park
(540)389-2171

My wish is always that you are happy and healthy—and that you 

have a wonderful Holiday Season filled with family, friends and 

fellowship! Cheers to a great 2019!!!
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1. Continuously think outside your own organization and 
think about our entire profession as a whole.  Is what I am 
doing right now in the best interest of our entire profession 
and where it will be in 25 years?

2. Make a list of 5 things that have “always been done that 
way” in your operation. Ask everyone from the grounds 
crew to the Board of Directors to provide one change that 
could be implemented for each item.

3. Take baby steps, and look for an immediate win. Create 
a vision of where you would like to be in 3-5 years. Then 
break your project down in phases that fit your time and 
financial limitations.

4. Set Expectations. If you are going to start something 
but don’t know where you want to end, you cannot be 
successful.

5. Be authentic. The best sales professionals understand it 
is all about offering a solution to someone’s problem. If 
you explain products or services with the intention of 
enhancing your customers’ lives, no one feels they are 
being sold to.

6. Have a heart.  It’s amazing how much compassion we need 
for deathcare - yet how many professionals portray it on 
the phone?  When helping people in their time of need, it 
starts with the basics - like asking a person’s name.

7. Video record yourself in an interaction to see how you 
come across to your client families.  Gain influence 
and build trust by making sure your body language is 
consistent with your message.

8. Female baby boomers make 83% of spending decisions in 
their household.  Ask yourself how friendly your business 
is to these important decision makers. Have you set the 
stage for them to be comfortable in your environment?

9. Learn and embrace how each generation, from Baby 
Boomers to Millennials, aligns or diverges from your own 
profile to gain new skills in building relationships and 
caring for families of all ages.

10. Be transparent.  Being open and honest with your 
customers shows you genuinely care and appreciate them.

11. Know the answers. Your families have more than likely 
already googled their questions.

12. Prepare your families for tough decisions or uncomfortable 
situations like entering the casket selection room.

13. Start an online pet loss support group to adapt to the 
preferences of millennial women – the number one pet 
client.

14. Humanize pets. Our pets are family. They are deserving of 
the same dignity in deathcare as our human family.

15. Hold pet events like National Pet Memorial day in 
September, a dog walk, pet blessing, and pet charity events.

16. When answering calls, remember the D-I-A-L method: 
Deliver (your presentation and service to customer); 
Inflection (how you come across in your voice); Avoid 
(placing on hold or making excuses); and Listen (don’t 
assume, always repeat customer’s name, inquire about 
deceased and ask how are you?).

17. Communicate. Don’t think that families understand what 
you are saying. The professional view and the consumer 
view of cremation are different. Ask open-ended questions 
to learn what cremation means to them.

18. Speak up.  Many deathcare providers are afraid to say certain 
words like embalming or conflict.  Say exactly what you 
mean and what you want.  If you can’t say embalming - and 
describe it - how do you expect families to choose it?

19. Talk about legacies instead of an urn.  Saying a person’s 
name is the greatest connection to their individuality. 
Instead of getting into a tug of war over placement of 
cremains, ask the family, “Where will you write their name?”

20. Instead of talking about how it works, how we can hold 
your urn, how many spaces there are, speak instead about 
remembrance, community, belonging to a place, being with 
other family members.

21. Use words to convey a space as a sanctuary, garden of 
remembrance, and as a dedicated area that is safe and 
won’t be removed in 50 or 100 years.  Talk about a place for 
generations to come.  Change up the conversation.

22. Take your cemetery glasses off. We think our terminology 
makes perfect sense but if those words carry with them a 
picture and emotion, who would want to visit a cremation 
garden?  Instead try something like a legacy garden of life.

23. When we are talking to families, take the word “why” out of 
your vocabulary. Asking why can imply judgement.
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24. Educate your staff with the language.  How we talk about 
it matters.  Have a different conversation.  Show areas built 
for the living.  It’s about family members we will never 
have the opportunity to meet knowing we existed.

25. Be a “dumb” sales person! Many funeral professionals 
‘help’ families by giving them quick answers and easy 
choices.  Slow down and ask more questions and you will 
actually provide better service.

26. Keep an eye out for compassion fatigue. Avoid burnout by 
outsourcing, delegating, and taking time for yourself too.

27. Accept that multi-tasking is not efficient.  When you can, 
try and focus on one thing at a time for better productivity.

28. An urn does not need to leave the funeral home by itself. 
Offer a framed portrait to be displayed next to the urn and 
then taken home. If inurned in a niche or columbarium, 
frame can be surface mounted or placed inside of a glass 
front niche.

29. “Personalization for your glass fronted niches ∞ 
Parchment of Life® by CMC Carrier”

30. Kryptniche converts your unsold crypts to profitable 
niche spaces with multiple opening and closing fees, 
memorialization, and adornments.   Kryptniche provides 
four (4) new 12”x 12”x 12” niche spaces allowing for up to 
two urns per space.

31. Consider expanding your cremation options as the 
possibilities are constantly evolving as demand increases.

32. While embracing cremation, give the same dignity to the 
remains as you give to a regular ground burial. Place the 
urn on a presentation table. Do not put the urn on the 
ground.

33. Think of your funeral home or crematory identification 
process. Add more objective pieces of information on your 
Authorization Form such as hair color, height, weight, sex, 
and age for easier identification.

34. Ask for a copy of the Cremation Authorization Form upon 
intake of cremated remains. This will list who is legally 
responsible as the authorizing agent.

35. If there is a family conflict over rightful disposition of 
cremated remains, and you think you know that law, 
don’t put yourself in the middle of it. Let them fight it out 
because it will depend on a judge’s interpretation of that 
law.

36. Most people are unaware of the possibilities for cremated 
remains beyond the urn. Educate them on the possibilities, 
the importance of a memorial service and a permanent 
place for their loved one.

37. Cenotaph walls allow families to honor and remember 
loved ones who have been buried elsewhere, scattered, 
buried at sea, etc.  It gives them a place to visit and 
memorialize and a way to keep family and friends close.

38. Cenotaph walls are often inexpensive to construct, allowing 
the cemetery maximum return on the investment, while 
providing families a valuable service.  Funeral homes can 
also have cenotaphs in their chapels or facilities.

39. Strassacker Bronze plaques are ideal for cenotaph 
walls/memorials as they can be customized and fit the 
preferences of the cemetery.  High quality bronze is a great 
accent to any cemetery and/or funeral home.

40. Consider a product to showcase your available properties 
like CemLS – which can function immediately and 
independently of your main database. Then integrate with 
your main database later.

41. The most important thing is to simply begin. Look for 
small projects with big payoff. The gains those around you 
personally experience will do the convincing for you.

42. Develop tiered packages based on memorial service plan 
for easy understanding.

43. Review your products. Avoid sticking with a certain style 
just because you like it. Not everyone will like that style.

44. Protect your pre-need guaranteed contracts from inflation 
by including a guarantee premium on every pre-need 
contract and/or utilizing Global Atlantic‘s new pre-need 
product that can earn up to 6% Growth.

45. Consider an Unconditional Guarantee on applicable 
products, guaranteeing them against breakage, fading 
or deterioration of any kind, including vandalism.  No 
questions asked replacement.

46. Cemetery and funeral home trusts are often statutorily 
required, but there are tax planning tools available to 
prevent you from paying too much tax on the trust 
investments.

47. If your trustee also manages the trust’s investments, learn 
what percentage of the total fee is allocated to investment 
management versus trust administration.  A greater weight 
towards trust administration is more advantageous for tax 
purposes but must be reasonable and defensible to the IRS.

48. Update your General Price List to include photos 
of your cemetery and highlight some of your most 
popular options.

49. Purchase lists of licensed professionals in your state 
that hold a license that is relatable to the end of life 
profession. Recruit from these lists and/or engage 
these people to network with us.



50. Work to build a relationship of respect with local 
hospices.  In areas where your funeral home and the 
hospice may overlap, remember you both want the 
best for the family in their time of need.

51. Expand your community outreach programs.  Events, 
especially charitable ones, attract potential customers 
and show you care for your community.  Everyone 
can feel good about coming together for a good cause.

52. Consider getting involved with a Death Café. These 
public discussion groups meet to talk death and 
ultimately life in a safe, confidential space that just so 
happens to serve yummy refreshments. Not in your 
area? Start you own!

53. Make connections with your area funeral directors by 
planning a place to gather together and socialize.

54. Consider the projects and improvements that could 
be made if only there were more time or staff to 
dedicate to them. Imagine you could reclaim several 
hours a day to doing awesome things. Technology 
tools are a timesaver.

55. A well-designed database yields hours that were 
previously spent digging through archives, reduces 
redundant work, and increases efficiency of 
communications. All of these save time.

56. Use technology to reproduce familiar processes 
to make change a little easier on staff. Instead of 
completely throwing out a process, use technology 
to allow documents to be generated directly from a 
database.

57. The future is here and it’s called GIS*. Utilize 
SMART Digital MAPS to embrace the full value of 
your records and knowledge. (GIS - Geographic 
Information System).

58. Consider Eternal Remembrance LLC’s easy-to-use 
virtual memorial mobile app that provides a simple, 
innovative way to connect, celebrate and honor your 
loved ones legacy by pairing a profile with the geo-
location of their memorial.

59. Use Excel spreadsheets to create section maps that 
are easily sent to smartphones or ‘the cloud’ for easy 
access.

60. Be competitive by offering convenience. Provide 
access to your cemetery data, such as space 
availability, burial, and genealogical information 
in a way that holds the attention and meets the 
expectations of today’s consumer.

61. Have a flat screen in every public space of your 
building to display the products and services you 
offer.  Your client families and visitors will obtain a 
mental image of the many possibilities.

62. Utilize Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
technology to manage your client family relationships.

63. Use PowerPoint to digitize your sales presentations. 
Allows for easy updates and revisions.

64. Use Adobe Acrobat to create forms you can fill out 
electronically versus filling them out by hand.

65. Consider technology upgrades to make the customer 
experience more relevant.

66. Hire a photographer to take high-resolution images 
of your cemetery for your marketing materials and 
website.

67. Post two Facebook posts per week that engage your 
audience through likes and shares, which their 
“friends” can see.

68. Make sure your website is mobile-friendly. Google 
recently launched “mobile-first indexing” which 
means it starts with the mobile version of your 
website when determining your ranking in Google 
searches.

69. Look for alternative options on social media sites, for 
example, a 360 degree view of your location.

70. Claim your listing on Google My Business to control 
the content and images associated with your listing.

71. Post special discounts that are only available through 
your social media outlets.

72. Create a link in your email signature for customers 
to provide a Google review of your business. Search 
for your business on Google, find your listing, click 
on “Write a Review”, then copy the url at the top and 
paste as your link.

73. Document.  Keep in mind that documenting doesn’t 
mean more paperwork - it means better paperwork.  
Make sure you are asking for and getting the right 
information.

74. If you need help identifying all of your inventory, 
maybe start with GIS mapping, then fill in the data 
over time.

75. Apply for an ICCFA scholarship as there are 100 of 
them available for the ICCFA University and Wide 
World of Sales.
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76. Attend, or send someone to attend an ICCFA 
conference and have them report back everything 
they learned.

77. Education is the key to success! Visit www.
matthewsenvironmentalsolutions.com to check out 
their educational section, where you can learn more 
about upcoming workshops and training courses!

78. Empower employees to suggest ways to create a 
positive work atmosphere.

79. Encourage employees to communicate with each 
other when there are disagreements.

80. Controversy in the workplace can lead to positive 
outcomes if handled with clear communication.

81. Preventing harassment in the workplace begins by 
looking in the mirror.

82. Be courageous, train employees on preventing sexual 
and other harassment.

83. Look out for your employees and fellow colleagues 
when it comes to harassment in the workplace. 
Bystander Intervention shows you C-A-R-E: Create 
a distraction, Ask directly, Refer to an authority, and 
Enlist others.

84. Tips on how to L-I-M-I-T you liability regarding 
harassment and discrimination in the workplace, 
Lead employees to report, Implement clear policies, 
Monitor the workplace, Investigate all complaints, 
and Train employees.

85. Change the perception of a cemetery by inviting local 
resident to visit early to walk, jog, stretch, do yoga, 
etc. A park setting with beautiful grounds, flowers, 
and smooth roads creates a place that people enjoy 
being in on a daily basis.

86. Brent and Becky’s and the The Planting Co., can 
beautify cemetery entrances by planting 10,000 - 
30,000 flower bulbs per hour with a clean, almost 
invisible installation. Lure visitors into your cemetery 
with the look of a nature park.

87. Tree Risk Assessments paired with Priority Tree 
Maintenance Workbooks provide cemetery managers 
the knowledge needed to make informed and timely 
decisions regarding their woody landscape assets.

88. A pollinator garden can be used as an attractive 
feature that promotes healthy urban ecosystems and 
reduces maintenance of mowed and maintained areas 
at the same time.

89. Coordinate-based (GIS) tree inventory software, such 
as TreeKeeper, is a great tool for managing the health, 
sustainability, and resiliency of a cemetery’s landscape 
trees.

90. Cemeteries should transition to being “park-like” 
ideal for walkers, joggers, birdwatchers, picnics, 
educational nature events, colorful gardens etc., and 
become an experience destination! They could be 
future customers!

91. Create garden spaces designed for people to linger. 
Give guests a reason to stay and enjoy the beauty of 
the park.

92. Notice how many of your cemetery signs say “Do 
Not”.  Reword them in a more positive tone.

93. Offer a gardening seminar or floral arrangement class 
as a chance for people to visit your park and learn 
something.

94. Hold a “Meet Your Neighbors” event.  Invite pre-
need and prospective property owners and encourage 
guests. Provide cheese, wine and some form of 
entertainment.  Makes this specific group feel special 
and appreciated.

95. Use Facebook Live to broadcast special park events 
for those unable to attend.

96. A fast and efficient entombment procedure may not 
always be best. When families are present, leave them 
with the memory of how your staff took time and 
payed extra attention to detail, instead of how fast and 
efficiently they performed their duties.

97. Sealing mausoleum caskets in an Ensure-A-Seal 
Casket Protector will boost sales and provide the 
peace of mind of a beautiful mausoleum.

98. Provide live streaming of a memorial service or end-
of-life celebration for family and friends unable to 
attend.

99. Offer hospitality at memorial services by offering 
water, tissues and mints for your families.

100. As the number of people “religiously unaffiliated” 
continues to rise, consider offering an on-site 
celebrant.

Thank you for attending the conference and for 
sharing your great ideas.  See you in 2020!
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Fall Management 
Conference Highlights

The ICCFA Fall Management Conference was 
held September 26-28, 2018 at Eau Palm Beach 
Resort & Spa in Palm Beach, Florida. I am a 
member of the ICCFA Government & Legal 
Affairs Committee which met Thursday morning 
before the regular program. Les Schneider, 
Esquire, ICCFA Tax Counsel, spoke at length 
about the impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act 
on cemeteries and funeral homes. In particular, 

the new law has abolished the deduction for trust 
investment advisory fees. A second critical issue 
pertains to the timing for income recognition 
of preneed installment sales. The entire amount 
of income from preneed sales may have to be 
recognized upfront without being able to take 
an offsetting deduction for cost of goods sold. 
Businesses with $25 million or less in annual 
gross receipts may opt to use the cash method of 
accounting, and thereby avoid this issue. There are 
new simplified rules to make it easy for businesses 
to start using the cash method. 

Mike Doherty
Fairfax Memorial Park
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ICCFA Labor Law Attorney Michael Pepperman 
discussed recent cases involving sexual 
harassment claims, and suggested best practice 
tips for employers (e.g., hotline for reporting 
claims). Activity in State legislation was presented. 
California recently required a cemetery to obtain 
a liquor license due to the frequency of receptions 
at its property. 

Day 1 of the conference addressed the “talent 
wars”. With near full employment nationwide, 
cemeteries and funeral homes must compete to 
hire and retain good employees. Much attention 
was focused on younger workers and their needs. 
There should be “rigorous on-boarding”. One 
suggestion was to “smother” new hires with 

attention (e.g., assign a different “trainer” to “own 
them” each day of the week). We have a mission, 
and we have to “sell” that mission to staff. 

The final day of the conference focused on 
technology including ways to improve website 
marketing, the common mistakes made with 
websites (e.g., not monitoring your competition), 
and recent trends (e.g., white boards and voice 
searches). 

Finally, there was an industry panel on the growing 
trend of on-line preneed sales (mostly for funeral 
homes). 

Cemetery owners and managers should strongly 
consider attending this Fall Management 
Conference in the future! 
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Winterizing Cemetery Trees 
and Landscape

As the seasons change, it’s important to 
consider the changes that need to be made to 
accommodate your cemetery landscape. Winter 
can be a particularly tricky season to prepare for, 
as it brings different challenges and often some of 
the harshest conditions. The cold-weather months 
are upon us, and here are a few things to keep in 
mind. 

• Trees: It’s important for trees to get a pre-winter 
evaluation. This will maximize the chance 
any potential tree defects are brought to your 
attention and can be taken care of before the ice 
and snow cause any structural damage. Your 
local arborist can identify the trees that will be 

good candidates for dormant pruning this winter, 
and which trees can wait until spring or summer 
if need be. 

•  Shrubs: Any of your late-flowering shrubs 
will need some extra attention this time of year. 
Pruning away any remaining dead flower buds 
will help the plant to have a healthy bloom next 
year. If they are getting a bit overgrown, thinning 
them out can go a long way and contributes to 
healthy growth after the harsh winter months. 
An arborist can put together an optimal pruning 
plan for the shrubbery throughout your grounds. 

•  Turf: The number one way to prepare and care 
for your cemetery’s turf this winter is to mark 
your roadways. Because of plowing, turf often 

The Davey Tree Expert Co.
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gets torn up during the winter months, but that 
can easily be avoided. If you haven’t already, 
take some time to clearly mark the roadways for 
your plows and your turf will thank you when 
spring rolls around. 

While these are important steps to winterize your 
grounds, there is one more tip that should rank at 
the very top of your winter checklist. Hydration! 
Just like people, trees and other plants need water 
even when it’s cold outside. Lack of moisture is 
one of the most injurious things, so it’s important 

to keep a close eye throughout the year. If the 
season brings unusually low precipitation and the 
ground isn’t frozen, it is certainly a good idea to 
give your landscape some extra water. 

No matter the climate, it is always important to 
prep your cemetery grounds for winter. For a more 
tailored plan to winterize your grounds, contact 
your local arborist and he or she will set you up 
with a plan to keep your landscape healthy and 
strong throughout the colder months. 
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INVOICE – 2019 Dues 
 

Due by January 31, 2019 
 

ANNUAL DUES CONSIST OF TWO PARTS (Number 1 and 2 below): 
 
 

1)  Basic for the calendar year (Cemetery or Supplier)      $  250.00 
 
2)  Assessment for the legislative & consumer protection committee use as authorized $1.50  
     for each interment and entombment in your cemetery for the period Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2018.   
     Number of burials ____________ x  $ 1.50 =  _____________.      $  
  
3)  Associate Member (Each cemetery may have one or more with no voting privileges)   
 Number ________ x $100.00 each = _________. (optional)    $    
 Please print name (s) ____________________________________________________. 
 _____________________________________________________________________. 
 
4)  Professional (Administration, Grounds, Sales  with no voting privileges) $25.00 each.   
 Number ________ x $25.00 each = _________. (optional)    $    
 Please print name (s) ____________________________________________________. 
 _____________________________________________________________________.  
 
6)  Spotlight – VCA Newsletter - Advertising (attached and is optional)    $    
 

      Total of 1 - 6     $   
      (Due by January 31, 2019) 
 
Your check should be made payable to the VCA and returned to the address below: 
 
Name of Cemetery/Supplier: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
         City   Zip 
Credit Card Number _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Type of Card ____________________________________ Expiration Date ___________________________ 
 
Authorized Signature: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Thank you for your continued support of the Virginia Cemetery Association! 

 
IMPORTANT TAX INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS:    95.5% of VCA dues may be deductible as ordinary and necessary business 
expense.  The remaining 4.5% is allocable to lobbying expenses of the VCA and is not tax deductible.  Further information should be 
obtained from your tax advisor. 



Executive Committee 
• Susan Mini – President, Chairman 
• Jim Meadows – 1st Vice President 
• David Gilliam – Secretary 
• Jimmy Stuart – Treasurer 
• Chad Aylestock – Immediate PP 

 
Programs & Sponsorship 

• Jim Meadows – 1st VP, Chairman  
• Jim Laidler – 2nd VP 
•  Linda Martz 
•  Angela Byrum 
•  Caroline Smyth 

 
Consumer Protection 

• Jimmy Stuart – Chairman 
• Angela Byrum 
• Chad Aylestock 

 
Ethics & Rules 

• Steve Gillespie – Chairman 
• David Gilliam 
• Chad Aylestock 

 
Finance 

• Jimmy Stuart – Chairman 
• David Gilliam 

 
History 

• Angela Byrum – Chairman 
• David Gilliam 
• Jim Laidler 

 
Legislative 

• Mike Doherty – Chairman 
• Jimmy Stuart 
• Caroline Smyth 

 
Membership 

• Daun Frankland – Chairman 
• Tony Peterson 
• Ken Lee 

 

Spotlight & Website 
• Jim Laidler – Chairman 
• Daun Frankland 
• Caroline Smyth 

 
Veterans Liasison 

• Wally Frankland – Chairman 
 
Supplier Representative 

• Al Fritz – Matthews 
• Jackie Harper – Roland 
• Mike Ash – Matthews 

 
Other 

• Angela M. Byrum 
• Daun Thomas Frankland  
• Stephen Gillespie 
• Jim Laidler 
• Ken Lee 
• Linda Martz 
• James A. Meadows, Jr. 
• Tony Peterson 
• Caroline Smyth 
• David Storke 

Board	Members	
• Susan Mini - President 
• Jim Meadows – 1st VP 
• Jim Laidler – 2nd VP 
• David Gilliam - Secretary 
• Jimmy Stuart – Treasurer 
• Chad Aylestock– Past President  
• Angela Byrum  
• Daun Frankland 
• Steve Gillespie 
• Ken Lee 
• Linda Martz 
• Tony Peterson 
• Caroline Smyth 
• David Storke 
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2018 – 2019 VCA Committee Assignments



 

Save the Date!  

VCA Annual Meeting  

-  
 

Grave Desecration Case
We’re pleased to announce a positive resolution 
to the grave desecration case.

Justin Randolph Kile plead ‘no contest’ to a 
reduced charge of misdemeanor property 
damage, and the judge accepted his plea. Kile was 
sentenced to 4 months in jail, with all time except 
1 day (to be served today) suspended for a period 
of 5 years.

Kile was also ordered by the court to keep the 
peace, and not to enter any cemetery in the City 
of Richmond for a period of 5 years. Additionally, 

he was ordered to make restitution for all items 
taken that were not returned.

If you see Kile in a cemetery in the city, notify 
the cemetery staff immediately. Also alert the 
Richmond Police Department, letting them know 
Kile has been ordered not to enter a cemetery in 
the city.

Do not confront Kile.

Upon his release from Richmond jail, he was 
promptly arrested by the Blackstone Police.


